
the 581st plenary meeting of thepwESTPENT: I declare open 
Conference on Disarmament.

As announced at our last plenary meeting, I will put before the

statements 
that action.

Mr. CALDERON 
read out a statement on 
the Ad Hoc Committee on Chemical Weapons.

(rnntinned in English)
. . nrevious years, the Group of 21 would like to emphasize once again
the goal of the negotiations under way in the Ad Committee on 

Chemical Weapons is to conclude a comprehensive and non discrimina ory 
muItUateraî convention on the prohibition of the development, production, 
stockpiling and use of all chemical weapons and on their destruction.

On 4 December 1990, the forty-fifth session of the United Nations 
General Assembly unanimously adopted resolution 45/57 A, which refe s,

ESm 3-ss;::and use of all chemical weapons and on their destructio .
General Assembly also expressed "its regret and concern that a 
the prohibition of the development, production, stockpiUng and use of 
chemical weapons and on their destruction has not yet been concluded .
S ™r: PU strongly urged the Conference on D1«—, 
highest priority, to intensify during its 1991 session its efforts to resoi 
outstanding issues, and to conclude its negotiations on a convention, ta g 

existing proposals and future initiatives, and to
Chemical Weapons for that purpose .

that

In this

convention on

into account all 
re-establish its Ad Hoc Committee on

This year the urgency of concluding a chemical weapons convention is 
reinforced by the present circumstances in the international arena which are 
detrimental to peace and security. The Croup of 21 continues to believe 
the mandate of the MJtoî Committee on Chemical Weapons should inc^ ^
reference to the total prohibition of the use of chemica P , -
be consistent with the General Assembly resolutions provided for in
previous years since, in its view this undertaking,is of paramount 
article I, paragraph 3 of the draft Convention. This element vimportance to the Group as well as to the vast majority of all members of the

Conference.
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